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SYNOPSIS
Jane and Simon are two young police officers
leading a routine investigation following the
discovery of hidden video equipment in an abandoned
house by a night watchman. At first glance, they
don’t seem to contain anything unusual. They show
five tourists taking advantage of the seasonal
weather to go camping. As they continue watching,
they discover that the group’s fresh-air excursion
takes a sudden turn for the worst.
Seized with panic, the young campers reluctantly
end up in an abandoned building where it quickly
becomes obvious that they are not alone, and that
they’ve stepped into their own graves. To save
them, Jane and Simon will have to act quickly, even
if it means risking their own lives in the process.

«In Therapy Nathan Ambrosioni shows a visual and auditory maturity way beyond his young years. He somehow manages to create
moments of pure terror out of nowhere. One moment all is safe (well as safe as one ever is in a film like this), then the next moment
something morphs out of the dark corner right next to them and the viewer is jumping out of their skin. »
Kat Hugues www.thehollywoodnews.com
« Nathan Ambrosioni’s was able to elicit an emotional response out of me that not every movie can accomplish, as I found myself yelling at
the TV screen in hopes for the characters survival….Overall, I absolutely loved THERAPY. »
Shannon McGrew - www.nightmarishconjurings.com
«Nathan Ambrosioni revisits his favourite genre and creates a horrifying thriller with rare efficiency. His keen eye for composition enables
him once again to fashion unpredictable moments of pure terror, in which he builds up a stunning tension that grows exponentially as the
truth explodes. A true cinephile, his appropriation of a familiar premise permits him to constantly foil the viewer’s expectations to ever
greater surprise. It’s safe to say that his place among masters is pretty much guaranteed. » .Simon Laperrière - FANTASIA FESTIVAL.
“A great film”. Josep M. Luzán. http://www.terrorweekend.com/2016/09/therapy-review.html
“ A honesty and a cinematic drive that are all the more remarkable given the director is barely 16 years' old."
Jean-Baptiste Herment - MAD MOVIES
« Therapy takes an overdone style of horror filmmaking and adds the intensity and brutality to make this a much watch film coming out of
FANTASIA and a stellar follow up for Nathan Ambrosioni. »
Jay Kay - www.fromdusktillcon.com/
«In an age when horror films fail to live up to the genre they claim to belong to, THERAPY is a film made by a director who doesn't just
deliver on the thrills and scares, but also offers up a genuine, involving mystery at the heart of it.»
Franck Calvillo – www.cinapse.co
« Therapy is one of the scariest films I've seen at the festival Fantasia in a long time. »
Joshua Knutson http://www.nospoilersplease.com/
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Nathan Ambrosioni
Author & director

Nathan was born on the 18th August 1999 in Grasse in the AlpesMaritimes region of France. Self-taught and totally passionate
about his art, Nathan goes beyond scriptwriting and directing,
throwing himself wholeheartedly into editing and post-production
work. For the time being, studying has to come first. Nathan is
currently in his final two years at secondary school preparing
his French baccalauréat (Literary option) but he devotes all his
spare time to his film projects.
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